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ÅMalayalam is an Indian language. 

  

ÅIt is spoken by 35.9 million people. 

  

ÅIt is one of 22 official languages in 
India.  

 

ÅIt is also spoken by Indian people in the 
Middle East, North America, Malaysia, 
Singapore, Australia and Europe.  



Malayalam History and Facts 

ÉMalayalam is an ancient language derived 
from Sanscrit.  

É80% of todayôs Malayalam words are pure 
Sanscrit. 

ÉMalayalam is without diglossia. This means 
that the spoken language does not differ from 
the written variant.  

ÉThe word Malayalam is formed from two 
words. Mala meaning ñmountainò and alam 
meaning ñregionò. 



Evolution of Malayalam 

Karintamil (3100BCE-100BCE): this form of the 

language was found in writing from Kulasekhara 

Alwar to Perumal Thirumozhi (who was 

considered a Saint). Sanscit had no influenced the 

language yet.  

Old Mayalam (100BCE-325CE): Mayalam was 

influenced by Sanscrit. Verbs were now 

conjugated according to gender and number.  

Middle Malayalam (325CE-1425 CE): Traces of 

adjuncts and verbs  in the language have 

disappeared by this time. 

Modern Malayalam (1425CE onwards): 

 Malayalam establishes itself as itôs own language.  



Malayalam Grammar 

×Malayalam script has 53 letters including 16 
vowels and 37 consonants.  

 

×Malayalam has a canonical word order of 
SOV (subject-object-verb). Both adjectives 
and possessive pronouns precede the nouns 
they modify.  

 

×Malayalam has 6 or 7 grammatical cases.  

 



Malayalam Alphabet 

All consonants have an inherent vowel. Diacritics 
(symbols), are used to change the inherent vowel.  

When they appear at the beginning of a syllable, 
vowels are written as independent letters. 

When certain consonants occur together, special 
symbols are used which combine the essential 
parts of each letter. 

 Sample of Vowel diacritics with ka 

 

( http://www.omniglot) 

http://www.omniglot/


Malayalam Phonemes 

Malayalam is influenced by the language of 

Sanscrit. Because of this Malayalam has a 

large set of distinctive phonemes in itôs 

inventory.  

The consonant inventory has 38 phonemes. 

The vowel inventory has seven phonemes.  

The Malayalam language has many nasal 

articulations in it. 

It also has trills in itôs language as well.   



Malayalam Morphology 

The syntactic and semantic roles played by nominal 
expressions in the language are expressed mainly by 
case suffixes and postpositions, rather than by word 
order.  

Prefixes and prepositions are unattested in the 
language.  

The Malayalam case system is comprised of 
nominative, accusative, dative, genitive, locative, 
instrumental, vocative and sociative.  

Verbs inflect tense (past, present and future), aspect 
(perfective, imperfective, and progressive), mood 
(idicative, interrogative, imperative, conditional, 
operative, debitive, and potential), voice (active, 
passive), and valency change (causative, passive).   



Possible problems students speaking 

Malayalam may experience learning 

English: 

 

There are many factors which could be 
confusing for a person learning English 
when their L1 is Malayalam.  

 

Because Malayalam has a canonical word 
order of SOV (subject-object-verb), 
Students would have trouble ordering 
their words correctly in sentences.   

 


